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Introduction

This book aims to provide a comprehensive grammar of Chinese. It is 
intended for readers who have some knowledge of the language and are 
at ease with its written form, whether in traditional characters or roman-
isation. We have endeavoured to minimise the use of technical expressions, 
but, where linguistic terms are introduced, we have provided explanations. 

We believe that a comprehensive grammar has to be comprehensive in two 
senses. First, it must highlight the specific characteristics of the language 
being described and, where appropriate, indicate how they differ from 
those of other languages. In the case of Chinese, for example, syntactic 
rules are often seen to be operational in conjunction with semantic, prosodic 
and discoursal principles. Second, the grammar must be able to cover (and 
therefore generate) all possible (and acceptable) constructions in the lan-
guage. We have consequently adopted an eclectic approach and have made 
reference to a range of grammatical theories in order to achieve what we 
hope is a multiperspective approach: semantic, pragmatic, stylistic, prosodic, 
structural, functional, discoursal, transformational and generative. In our 
view, syntactic generalisations become comprehensive only when they are 
underpinned by judgements on particular language characteristics that draw 
on theoretical approaches relevant to those characteristics. 

The layout of the grammar 

For ease of reference, each chapter provides an independent exposition of 
a particular grammatical feature and can be consulted by readers wishing 
to investigate that feature. Footnotes offer cross-references to related issues 
in other chapters. Lists of language examples are given throughout to 
illustrate points under discussion, and each example is in Chinese script 1



 

 

 

 
 

Introduction and romanisation, with an English translation and, where needed, a literal 
translation. 

The book lays particular stress on functional types of sentence in Chinese, 
and this has influenced the sequencing of chapters. The non-morphological 
nature of the language, with the resultant absence of noun and verb inflec-
tion, and of general markers for definite and indefinite reference, means 
that most grammatical features have to be seen in the context of the 
sentence, or more usefully the sentence type, as a whole. We have identified 
four basic sentence types and a fifth overriding type, and these are discussed 
in detail in Chapters 20 and 21. The four basic types are: narrative (action-
verb based and associated with the completed action marker); descriptive 
(again generally featuring action verbs, but with continuous action mark-
ers); expository (covering a range of explanatory statements, relating to 
existence, possession, cognition, experience, etc., with no verbal markers 
apart from one indicating experience); and evaluative (also explanatory 
statements, but with a more judgemental tone, featuring modal verbs, etc., 
but with no verbal markers). Narrative and descriptive sentences have a 
subject–predicate structure, while expository and evaluative sentences are 
more likely to follow a topic–comment pattern. The endless variability and 
invention of language mean that this typology will inevitably have loose 
ends and overlapping dimensions, and the presence or function of sentence 
elements will sometimes blur the boundaries between types, but nonethe-
less, we hope that the structure we propose offers some clarification of the 
complexities of Chinese grammar. 

The fifth overriding type we have called le-expository, because the particle 
le 了 is present at the end of the sentence, and its presence introduces a 
notion of change or reversal, which the speaker expresses with varying 
degrees of personal involvement. Le can in fact be added to any of the 
four sentence types identified above, and, as we shall see, it has a significant 
impact on the meaning of the sentence. Le-expository sentences are a highly 
distinctive feature of the Chinese language, and, because they express some 
degree of endorsement by a speaker, they are a particular feature of the 
spoken language. 

The layout of the book reflects this typology. The first five chapters deal 
with noun-related issues; Chapters 6 to 14 discuss elements in narrative 
and descriptive sentences; Chapters 15 to 19 are more concerned with 
expository and evaluative sentences; Chapters 20 and 21, as we have said, 
analyse sentence functional types; the final six chapters cover conjunctions, 
non-declarative sentences (interrogative and imperative) and other elements

2
at work in sentences (omissions, and prosodic and stylistic features). 



  

 

 

The Chinese language 

The Chinese language, or group of related languages, is spoken by the 
Hans, who constitute 94 per cent of China’s population. One word for 
the language in Chinese is Hanyu 汉语, the Han language. Different, 
non-Han languages are spoken by the other 6 per cent of the population, 
the so-called minority peoples, such as the Mongols and the Tibetans. 

The Chinese language is divided into a number of major dialects (with 
their many sub-dialects). Speakers of different dialects in some cases find 
each other unintelligible, but dialects are brought together by the fact that 
they share a common script. This book describes the main and official 
dialect, which is known by a number of names: Mandarin, modern standard 
Chinese, or putonghua (‘common speech’). It is spoken in its various sub-
dialect forms by almost three-quarters of the Hans across the northern, 
central and western regions of the country, but its standard pronunciation 
and grammar are associated with the Beijing area of north China, though 
not with Beijing city itself. The other dialects are Wu (spoken in Jiangsu 
and Zhejiang, including Shanghai), Xiang (in Hunan), Cantonese (in 
Guangdong), Min (in Fujian), Hakka (in northeast Guangdong and other 
southern provinces) and Gan (in Jiangxi). 

Cantonese, Min and Hakka are widely spoken among overseas Chinese 
communities. In Taiwan, a form of Min dialect is used, though the official 
language is Mandarin, brought over by the Nationalists in 1949, and called 
there guoyu (‘national language’). Mandarin is also widely used in Singapore, 
where it is known as huayu (‘Chinese language’). Elsewhere, Chinese emi-
grants took their particular dialects with them, and in Britain, for instance, 
the Chinese people, who are largely from Hong Kong, almost all speak 
Cantonese. 

The Chinese character script existed virtually unchanged for two thousand 
years until a range of simplified forms began to be introduced by the 
mainland Chinese government in the 1950s. These simplified characters, 
which we employ in this book, are used throughout China and increasingly 
in Chinese communities outside China, though not Taiwan. Chinese has 
been transcribed into Western alphabetic script through various systems 
for over one hundred years, and this book makes use of the standard 
romanisation pinyin. 

The formal written language of China until the early decades of the twen-
tieth century was Classical Chinese, which, as the vehicle for all publicly 
acknowledged literature and for official documentation, was at the heart 

Introduction

3



Introduction of the Chinese cultural tradition. However, it had grown remote from 
spoken Chinese in syntax and lexis, and had a position somewhat akin to 
medieval Latin in relation to the Romance languages it had spawned. It 
was left behind by modern written styles, based on spoken Chinese, which 
have evolved over the last hundred years, but echoes of Classical Chinese 
remain in contemporary speech and writing, especially in literary and 
aphoristic registers. This continuing presence of the Classical today will 
be mentioned at various points in our analysis. 

4



    

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 

Nouns and nominalisations 

Nouns in Chinese are not specifically identified as being nouns except in 
the case of those with suffixes like 子 zi, 儿 er,1 头 tou, etc. They are mainly 
disyllabic, but there are also quite a number of monosyllabic nouns in 
everyday vocabulary. Trisyllabic nouns are rare and polysyllabic nouns are 
even rarer, the latter being often regarded as nominal phrases. Chinese 
nouns do not under any circumstances inflect for case, gender or number,2 

though an unmarked common noun is normally assumed as being plural, 
e.g. 书 shj ‘books’ rather than ‘book’. 

1 儿 er is essentially a nominal suffix but occasionally is found with other word 
classes, e.g. the verb 玩儿 wánr ‘to play, enjoy oneself’, and with some reduplicated 
adjectives, e.g. 好好儿 hpohfor ‘well, good’. 

2 An unmarked common noun is normally assumed as being plural. Also see §1.3 
for the specific use of the plural suffix 们 men.

 1.1  Nou ns and categorisation 

Nouns can be assigned to different categories with reference to their gram-
matical properties. Such categorisation, as we shall see, helps to highlight 
their usages, and identifies distinctive features relating to the use of measure 
words, definite and indefinite reference, plurality, etc. 

1.1.1 Common nouns 

Certain nouns are referrable to classes of tangible (and sometimes discrete) 
entities, categories, events and phenomena in the natural or human world. 
They are generally known as common nouns and are linguistic labels we 
attach to ourselves and our surroundings. For example: 5 
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aa shhrén poet 
a shfn hill; mountain 
aa shfngdiàn shop 
a gsu dog 
aa mtdfn peony 
a xié shoe(s) 
a yán salt 
aa ytyán language 
aa yhnyuè music 
aa gupnggào advertisement 
aa diànyrng film; movie 
aa brsài contest 
aa zhànzhgng war 
aa dìzhèn earthquake 

Tangibility is not to be understood only in a macroscopic sense. Some 
entities may not be visibly observable, but their existence can be verified 
by means of instruments or by accompanying phenomena. 

a diàn electricity 
aa xìbfo [biology] cell 
aa fgnzr molecule 
aa yuánzr atom 

The so-called discreteness, on the other hand, does not necessarily imply 
separateness. Sometimes, such discreteness may be more pragmatic than 
real. For instance, 树枝 shùzhh ‘branch, twig’ is discrete but not separated 
from 树干 shùgàn ‘tree trunk’, and there is a similar pragmatic distinction 
between 腿 tur ‘leg’ and 脚 jipo ‘foot’. 

However, a most distinctive feature of a Chinese common noun is that some 
kind of measure word is normally used in conjunction with a number or 
demonstrative. In some cases, the measure is a classifier (a) and in others 
it is a universal or standard measure (b),3 which is generally associated with 
material nouns:4 

(a)a aaa yh zuò shfn a hill; a mountain 
a aaaa lipng dus hufr two flowers; two blossoms 
a aaaa sì jif shfngdiàn four shops 
a aaaa wt dòng fángzi five houses 
a aaa nèi ge rén that person 
a aaa zhèi bqn shj this book 
3 See Chapter 2 for a full discussion of measure words in all their forms. 
4 See §1.1.2 below. 



 
 

  
 

(b)a aaa yh dh shur5 Nouns and 

a drop of water nominalisations 

a aaaa sfn piàn miànbfo 
three slices of bread 

a aaa yh bgi chá 
a cup of tea 

a aaa shí dù diàn 
ten units of electricity (for billing a consumer) 

a aaaa wt gingjhn mr

five kilos of rice 
a aaaaaa èrshí gingshgng qìyóu 

twenty litres of petrol 

5 The numeral 一 yh ‘one’ changes to a fourth tone when followed by a syllable of 
first tone, second tone or third tone, e.g. 一滴水 yì dh shur ‘a drop of water’ as 
in this example, and also 一场雨 yì cháng yt ‘a fall of rain’, 一米 yì mr ‘one 
metre’, etc. It changes to a second tone when followed by a syllable with a fourth 
tone, e.g. 一块玻璃 yí kuài bili ‘a (thick) piece of glass’ (see next page). However, 
it remains unchanged when followed by words of any tone when it is part of 
a cardinal or ordinal number, e.g. 第一天 dìyh tifn ‘the first day’, 二十一天 èr 
shí yh tifn ‘twenty-one days’, etc. (The tone change rule still applies in 一百 yì 
bpi ‘one hundred’, 一千 yì qifn ‘one thousand’, 一万 yí wàn ‘ten thousand’, and 
一亿 yí yì ‘one hundred million’.) As this is a rule-governed tonal modification, 
the pinyin annotations in this grammar do not reflect these changes. 

1.1.2 Material nouns 

There are a number of common nouns that may be regarded as material 
nouns. One important feature of these nouns is that, unlike other common 
nouns, which have their own specific measure words, material nouns must 
first be grouped, packaged, partitioned or measured in terms of national 
or international standards before they can be counted. For example: 

aa bili glass 
a tiq iron 
a shur water 
aa kingqì air 
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They may only be used in connection with grouping, packaging, partition-
ing or standard measures: 

aaaa yh kuài bili (partitioning) 
a (thick) piece of glass 

aaa yh piàn tiq (partitioning) 
a (thin) piece of iron 

aaaa sfn píng niúnpi (packaging) 
three bottles of milk 

aaa sì duh shf (grouping) 
four heaps of sand 

aaa lipng djn tiq (standard measure) 
two tons of iron 

aaa yh jhn yán6 (Chinese measure) 
a catty of salt 

6 斤a jhn ‘catty’ is a Chinese measure of weight equivalent to half a kilogram or 
slightly over a pound. 

Material nouns can also be distinguished from other common nouns in 
two further ways: 

(a) While, as indicators of small or imprecise number or amount, 一些 
yhxig ‘some’ and 几 jr (plus measure) ‘several; a few’ can be used with 
any common nouns, 一点(儿) yhdipn(r) ‘a little’ occurs only with mater-
ial nouns: 

aaa yhxig shj some books 
aaa jr bqn shj a few books 
*aaaaaa *yhdipn(r) shj *a little books 
aaa yhxig shur some water 
aaa jr tsng shur a few buckets/pails of water 
aaaaaa yhdipn(r) shur a little water 

(b) When suffixed by the particle 的 de, a material noun more often 
indicates composition rather than possession: 

aa tóng de (made of) brass 
aaa sùliào de (made of) plastic 
aaa bili de (made of) glass 

Compare the following sentences: 

aaaaaaaaazhèi ge hézi shì sùliào de 
(lit. this mw box is plastic de) 
This is a plastic box. (material composition) 



 

   
 

   
   

  
 

 

  
 
  

 
  

   
   

  
 

aaaaaaaaazhèi ge hézi shì bàba de 
(lit. this mw box is father de) 
This box belongs to father. (possession) 

1.1.3 Collective nouns 

Another group of Chinese common nouns has an inbuilt notion of 
plurality. They are known as collective nouns, and are usually formed by 
juxtaposing two hyponyms (a) or by tagging a measure to a noun (b). For 
example: 

(a) aa fùmt parents (father and mother) 
aa fjfù a married couple (husband and wife) 
aa zrn[ children (sons and daughters) 

(Others include: 师生 shhshgng ‘teachers and students’, 亲友 qhnysu 
‘friends and relatives’, 男女 nánn[ ‘men and women; boys and girls’, 
人民 rénmín ‘people (as opposed to government)’, 城乡 chéngxifng 
‘cities and villages’, 院校 yuànxiào ‘academic institutions’, 书报 shjbào 
‘publications (books and newspapers)’, 文具 wénjù ‘stationery’, 树木 
shùmù ‘trees’, 饭菜 fàncài ‘food (cooked rice and dishes for a meal)’, 
财产 cáichpn ‘possessions’, etc.) 

(b) aa chgliàng vehicles 
(aaa yh liàng chg a/one car) 

aa hufdus flowers 
(aaa yh dus huf a/one flower/blossom) 

aa mppr horses 
(aaa yh pr mp a/one horse) 

(Others include: 人口 rénksu ‘population’, 枪支 qifngzhh ‘rifles’, 船只 
chuánzhh ‘shipping’, 书本 shjbqn ‘books’, 纸张 zhrzhfng ‘paper’, 砖块 
zhufnkuài ‘bricks’, 事项 shìxiàng ‘matters’, 布匹 bùpr ‘(bolts of) cloth’, 
田亩 tiánmt ‘cultivated land’, etc.) 

A common feature of these collective nouns is that they are not differ-
entiable into individual items by means of numerals and measures. For 
example: 

*aaaa *lipng ge fùmt *two parents 
*aaaa *sfn liàng chgliàng *three vehicles 

Nouns and 
nominalisations 
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The only measure words that may be used with them are those of group-
ing, location or indeterminate amount. For example: 

aaaa yh duì fjqh
a couple 

aaaa yh ph rénmp

a cohort of people (assembled for a particular job) 
aaaa yh zhui fàncài 

a table of food 
aaaa yhxig qhnpéng 

some relatives and friends 

1.1.4 Abstract nouns 

A second major set of nouns is generally known as abstract nouns. Unlike 
common nouns, they are non-referrable to concrete objects or entities in the 
natural or human world. They are rather products of human epistemology, 
being convenient, summary labels used holistically to refer to complex or 
sophisticated situations, experiences, processes, qualities or phenomena in 
diverse areas of human endeavour. For example: 

aa máodùn contradiction 
aa míngshgng reputation 
aa zhgnlr truth 
aa fànwéi scope 
aa qiánjrng prospect 
aa yrngxipng influence 
aa yìnxiàng impression 

While common nouns are the basic stock of words sufficient for general 
purposes, abstract nouns are tools for conceptualisation and argument. 

Abstract nouns may also be defined by a numeral/demonstrative and a 
measure word, but this measure is restricted to either the more general 个 
gè or a measure word indicating type, e.g. 种 zhsng ‘type, kind, category’ 
or the indeterminate number/amount measure 一些 yhxig ‘some’ or 一点 
yhdiàn ‘a little’. For example: 

aaaa nèi ge zhgnlr
that truth 

aaaa yh ge yìnxiàng 
an impression 



 

 

aaaa yh zhsng yrngxipng Nouns and 

a certain influence nominalisations 

aaaaaaaaaa lipng zhsng (bù tóng de) qíngkuàng 
two (different) situations 

aaaa zhèixig máodùn 
these contradictions 

aaaa yhdipn xiàogus
a little effect 

1.1.5  Proper nouns 

A third important set of nouns is proper nouns. They are unique labels 
used to identify particular individuals, items, places, etc. In other words, 
proper nouns have unique referents in the universe. For example: 

aa ksngzr Confucius 
aa zhingguó China 
aa husxhng Mars 
aa fójiào Buddhism 

Proper nouns do not usually associate themselves with numerals and 
measure words except in a metaphorical sense. For example: 

*aaaa *sfn ge husxhng *three Mars 
*aaaa *lipng ge ksngzr *two Confucius’s 

but: 

aaaaa lìng yh ge ksngzr another Confucius 
aaaa lipng ge zhingguó two Chinas 

1.1.6 Temporal and spatial nouns 

A group of time and location words can be defined as temporal–spatial 
nouns. These nouns cut right across common, abstract and proper nouns 
to focus on the notions of time and space. They are, in fact, habitual 
cognitive linchpins in a speaker’s awareness of daily happenings and events, 
their precedences, consequences and developments, and their venues and 
associations, and they help to order and rationalise thought processes. 
Without these temporal and spatial labels, narration would become impos-
sible and argument would be devoid of logic. 11 
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Temporal nouns: 
aa zuótifn yesterday 
aa qùnián last year 
aa xiàzhiu next week 
aa mqitifn every day 
aaaaa xhnshíqì shídài the Neolithic Age 

Spatial nouns: 
aa zhingguó China 
aa bqijhng Beijing 
aa lúndjn London 
aaa fgijhchpng airport 
aaa huschgzhàn railway station 

What differentiates this group of nouns from the rest is their normal usage 
as adverbials with or without the help of the preposition-like coverb 在 
zài ‘at, in, on, exist’. For example: 

aaaaaaa tf zuótifn lái kàn ws

He came to see me yesterday. 
aaaaaaa tf zài zhingguó fpngwèn 

He is touring China at the moment.

 1.2 Nouns and reference

 1.2.1  Definite or indefinite/generic reference 

Proper nouns have unique referents and are therefore always of defnite 
reference while abstract and material nouns usually have indefnite or 
generic reference when unqualified. Collective nouns, too, are by nature 
of indefinite reference. With common nouns, however, we are faced with 
a clear choice between definite and indefinite reference. 

In a language without definite or indefinite articles like Chinese, the refer-
ence of unmarked nouns is influenced by a number of factors: context, 
sentence type, the position of the noun in relation to the verb in the 
sentence, and the nature of the verb itself.7 When we use the noun 书 shj 
‘book’, for instance, we have no way of determining whether it means ‘the 
book(s)’ or ‘books’ in general until we place it in a sentence. 

7 See Chapter 20 for a full discussion of reference in relation to sentence types. 
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In a sentence with an action verb, whether transitive or intransitive, all 
preverbal unmarked nouns (being given information) are of definite refer-
ence, whereas all post-verbal unmarked nouns (new information) are gen-
erally of indefinite reference. For example: 

aaaaaashj yrjhng huán le 
The book/books has/have already been returned. 

aaaaaws qù jiè shj
I am going/went to borrow a book/some books. 

aaaaaaháizi huílái le 
The child/children has/have come back. 

In some contexts, however, a post-verbal unmarked noun may be part of 
given information and therefore be of definite reference: 

aaaaaaatf qù zhàogù háizi 
She went to look after the children. 

With an expository verb like 是 shì ‘to be’, the pre-verbal position may 
also feature new information. It is therefore not impossible for pre-verbal 
nouns in expository sentences to acquire indefinite or generic reference as 
well as definite reference, depending on the context. For example: 

aaaaaaaaaaa 
shj shì zhhshí yt wénhuà de shrzhq (indefinite/generic reference) 
Books are messengers of knowledge and culture. 

aaaaaa 
shj shì ws mpi de (definite reference) (lit. books are I buy de) 
I bought the books. 

Definite or indefinite reference may, of course, be formally marked by 
demonstratives or ‘numeral + measure word’ phrases. 

aaa zhèi bqn shj this book (definite reference) 
aaa nèi bqn shj that book (definite reference) 
aaa yh bqn shj a book/one book (indefinite reference) 
aaa jr bqn shj a few books (indefinite reference) 
aaa yhxig shj some books (indefinite reference) 

With the help of demonstratives and measure words, a definite-referenced 
noun may also be used post-verbally: 

aaaaaaaws kàn guo zhèi bqn shj
I have read this book. 

Nouns and 
nominalisations 
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However, an indefinite-referenced noun, despite the fact that it has been 
specified by a ‘numeral + measure word’ phrase, cannot normally be 
featured in a pre-action-verb position:8 

*aaaaaaaaa*yh bqn shj fàng zài zhuizi shàng 
*A book was placed on the table. 

8 This, however, happens increasingly in modern translations: e.g. 这时候,一辆车

开来了。zhè shíhou yh liàng chg kfi lái le ‘At this moment a car drove up’, but 
it is still felt to be translationese by most Chinese readers. 

As a general rule, the shift of an indefinite-referenced noun to a pre-action-verb 
position will entail the use of the verb 有 ysu ‘there is/are, to exist, to have’:9 

aaaaaaaaaaaaysu (yh) bqn shj fàng zài zhuizi shàng10 

There was a book on the table. 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
zhè shíhou ysu (yh) liàng chg kfi lái le 
At this moment a car drove up. 

9 See Chapter 16: the verb 有 ysu. 
10 The numeral 一 yh ‘one’ is often omitted for reasons of speech rhythm, particularly 

when it is used to indicate indefinite reference (i.e. equivalent to the English indefinite 
article ‘a/an’) rather than the number itself. (See Chapter 26 Prosody and Syntax). 
It cannot be omitted if the number is to be emphasized (i.e. no more than ‘one’), 
e.g. 只有一本书放在桌子上。zhr ysu yh bqn shj fàng zài zhuizi shàng ‘There 
is only one book on the table’. (See the exclusive reference use of 一 yh ‘one’ in 
the following section. Under such circumstances it can never be omitted.) 

1.2.2 Exclusive reference 

Apart from definite and indefinite/generic reference, exclusive references can 
also be expressed through the use of 一 yh ‘one’11 plus a measure word or 
the adjective 什么 shénme ‘any’. Exclusive-referenced nouns are invariably 
positioned pre-verbally, and are always accompanied by the obligatory use 
of an adverb 也 yq ‘also’ or 都 diu ‘all’ in the predicate or comment: 

aaaaaaaaws yh bqn shj  yq méi jiè 
I didn’t borrow a single book. 

aaaaaaatf shénme shj diu kàn 
He reads any books. 

11 See also §16.1. 
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nominalisations

Nouns and plurality 

Collective nouns, as we have seen, possess inbuilt notion of plurality and 
are therefore not definable by pre cise numbers (see §1.1.3). 

Proper nouns derive their singularity or plurality from their corresponding 
referents. 

aa yhngguó Britain (singular) 
aaaa jhdj jiàotú Christians (singular/plural) 

With abstract nouns, the notion of plurality does not normally arise. If it 
does, it is in a metaphorical and non-numerical sense. An abstract noun 
can usually only be made to associate with the numeral 一 yh ‘one’. For 
example: 

aaaa yh xiàn xhwàng a gleam of hope 
aaaa yh pài húyán a pack of nonsense 

It is only with common nouns that there is an obvious choice as to whether 
they are plural or singular, and plurality is generally indicated by a ‘numeral 
+ measure word’ phrase: 

aaaa wt ge xuésheng five students 
aaaa lipng zhh xipomfo two kittens 
aaa sfn bp  dfo three knives 

In addition 一些 12 yhxig ‘some’, 几 jr plus a measure word ‘a few’, and 
other established adjectives like 许多 xtdui ‘many’, 不少 bùshpo ‘quite a 
few’, etc., can be used: 

aaaa yhxig pínggus some apples 
aaa jr ge rén a few people 
aaaa xtdui shfngdiàn many shops 
aaa bùshpo shj quite a few books 

12 The indeterminate plural measure 些 xig occurs with the numeral 一 yh and no 
others. It is also used with the demonstratives 这 zhè and 那 nà to form the 
plural demonstrative adjectives 这些 zhèixig ‘these’ and 那些 nèixig ‘those’ (see 
§3.2). The 一 yh ‘one’ in 一些 yhxig ‘some’ may sometimes be omitted. 

Similarly, in the case of material nouns, plurality is expressed in conjunc-
tion with their measures or through rough estimation. For example: 

aaa yh kuài bù 
a piece of cloth 

(singular: partitioning) 
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aaa lipng pr bù (plural: packaging) 
two bolts of cloth 

aaa yh ph bù (singular: group) 
a batch of cloth 

aaa lipng chr bù (plural: standard 
two Chinese feet of cloth measures) 

aaaaaaa yhxig/yhdipnr bù (rough estimate) 
some cloth 

With human nouns there is a standard plural suffix form 们 men. Some 
restrictions, however, apply to its use: it normally relates to people in 
groups, and therefore regularly occurs as a term of address in gatherings, 
e.g. 朋友们 péngyoumen ‘friends’, 先生们、女士们 xifnshengmen n[shìmen 
‘ladies and gentlemen’; it is not used with numbers, e.g. ‘three children’ is 
therefore 三个孩子 sfn ge háizi rather than *三个孩子们 *sfn ge háizimen; 
and when it is present in a sentence, the noun to which it is suffixed is 
invariably of definite reference: 

aaa kèrenmen the guests 
aaa háizimen the children 

It should also be noted that there are a small number of nouns in the 
language that, whatever their category, cannot be quantified at all (unless 
metaphorically). They provide some form of overall description: from 
natural phenomena to social conditions and human traits.13 For example: 

aaa dàzìrán nature 
aa tifnking the sky 
aa hpiyáng the ocean 
aa bitfo billows, great waves 
aa cháoxh the morning and evening tides 
aa dìshì topography, terrain 
aa fgngshur fengshui, geomancy 
aa lièrì the scorching sun 
aa guófáng national defence 
aa jhnróng finance 
aa mínyì public opinion, the will of the people 
aa xíngzhèng administration 
aa quánjú the overall situation 
aa rénlèi humankind 
aa shfngyè commerce 

13 The list is not exhaustive. 
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aa zhèngzhì politics 
aa shgnxhn body and mind 
aa trpò physical condition 
aa wàibipo physical appearance 
aa xhnlíng heart, soul 
aa yíbipo demeanour 
aa zhìnéng intelligence 
aa ypnjiè outlook, field of vision 
aa xiinghuái frame of mind 

Nouns and syntactic functions 

Nouns, whatever their category, and noun phrases may contract the follow-
ing syntactic relationships with other word classes in a syntactic construction 
– phrasal as well as sentential: 

Phrasal: 

(a) as an attributive with or without 的 de indicating attribution or 
possession: 

aaaa diànnpo shìjiè 
the computer world 

aaaaa diànnpo de jifnglái 
the future of computers 

(b) as a headword modified by an adjectival attributive with or without 
的 de: 

aa xhn shj new books 
aaaaa niánqhng de shhrén a young poet 
aaaaa mqilì de fgngjrng a beautiful view 

(c) as a headword modified by a ‘numeral + measure word’ phrase: 

aaaa yh ge shhrén a poet 
aaaa lipng jià fgijh two aircraft 

(d) as an object governed by a preposition or coverb: 

aa kào qiáng against the wall 
aaaa yánzhe dàlù along the road 
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(e) as a headword followed by a full or abbreviated postposition: 

aaaa zhuizi shàngbian on the table 
aaa zhuizi shàng on the table 

(f) as items juxtaposed to each other or joined together by conjunctions: 

aaaa lóushàng lóuxià upstairs and downstairs 
aaaaa zhuizi hé yrzi tables and chairs 

Sentential: 

(g) as the subject of a sentence: 

aaaaaa fgijh qrfgi le The plane took off. 

(h) as the topic of a sentence: 

aaaaaaa diànnpo shífgn ysu yòng 
Computers are extremely useful. 

(i) as a predicative after 是 shì ‘to be’: 

aaaaaa zhèi wèi shì shhrén 
This gentleman/lady is a poet. 

(j) as a nominal predicate:14 

aaaaaa jhntifn xhngqh  wt Today is Friday. 
aaaaaaa xipohái jhnnián sì suì My child is 4. 

14 A nominal predicate can always be reworded to include the expository verb 是 
shì ‘to be’: e.g. 今天是星期五。jhntifn shì xhngqh wt ‘Today is Friday’. Predicates 
like these are restricted to the predication of time, date, size, weight, length, 
height, price, age, nationality, birthplace, personal physical or psychological traits, 
etc. Physical and psychological traits are represented by phrases like 高个儿 
gfogèr ‘a tall person’, 急性子 jíxìngzi ‘a person of fiery temper’, etc. For example, 
这个人急性子。zhèi ge rén jíxìngzi. ‘This person is hot-tempered’. 

(k) as the object of a transitive verb: 

aaaaaaa tf hqn zjnjìng lposhh
He respects teachers very much. 

(l) as an adverbial: 

aaaaaa tf zuótifn huílai 
He came back yesterday. 

aaaaaaa tf yh ge rén huílai 
He came back on his own. 
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Apart from temporal nouns, which are almost always used as adverbials, 
there are a very restricted number of nouns that may be sometimes used 
(with or more often without the adverbial marker 地 de) as adverbials. 
The most common ones are: 

aa bipomiàn surface > superficially 
aa bùfen part > partially 
aa jítr collective > collectively 
aa hépíng peace > peacefully 
aa bqnnéng instinct > instinctively 
aa lìshr history > historically 
aa luóji logic > logically 

Nouns and semantic felds 

Nouns may be compartmentalised into definable categories in terms of 
meaning. These definable categories are generally known as semantic felds. 
One salient feature of these categories is their established or potential 
hyponymic relationship with one another. For example, a semantic field 
concerning meteorological phenomena in Chinese may have a superordinate 
term 气象 qìxiàng ‘meteorology’ dominating the following hyponyms: 

a yt rain 
a xuq snow 
a bhng ice 
aa báozi hailstone 
a fgng wind 
a yún cloud 
a shufng frost 
aa lùshur dew 
a hóng rainbow 
aa cpixiá sunset clouds 
a wù fog 
aa yfnwù smog 
a léi thunder 
aa shpndiàn lightning 

These terms may seem different from one another, but in their written 
form they mostly share the common radical 雨 yt ‘rain’: 雪 xuq, 霜 shufng, 
雹 báo, 露 lù, 霞 xiá, 雾 wù, 雷 léi, and the original, unsimplified versions 
of 电 diàn  (電 ) and 云 yún  (雲 ). If we go further and try to retrieve 
co-hyponyms of, for example, 雨 yt ‘rain’ or 风 fgng ‘wind’ down the 
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semantic ladder, we will find that most terms are organised with the super-
ordinate terms themselves as headwords: 

aayt ‘rain’: 
aa dà yt heavy rain 
aaa máomáo yt drizzle 
aa zhèn yt shower 
aaa bàofgng yt storm 

a fgng ‘wind’: 
aa wgi fgng breeze 
aa dà fgng gale 
aa táifgng typhoon 
aa jùfgng hurricane 
aaa lóngjupnfgng tornado 

In the Chinese lexicon, in fact, hyponymic or co-hyponymic relationships 
like the above are often realised in terms of a suffx-like form shared by 
the hyponyms or co-hyponyms in the field. For example: 

superordinate term: aa zhufnjif
specialist; professional 

co-hyponyms: aa zuòjif
writer 

aa huàjif
painter 

aaa yhnyuèjif
musician 

aaa yìshùjif
artist 

aaa tànxipnjif
explorer 

aaa císhànjif
philanthropist 

superordinate term: aaaa jifoting gingjù 
means of transport 

co-hyponyms: aa huschg
train 

aa diànchg
tram; trolley 



  

  
   

 

aa qìchg Nouns and 

car nominalisations 

aa lpnchg
cable car 

aaa mótuichg
motorcyle 

aaa zìxíngchg
bicycle 

co-hyponyms of aa qìchg ‘car’: 
aaaa chángtú qìchg

coach 
aaaa gònggòng qìchg

bus 
aaaa15 chjzj qìchg

taxi 
aaa xipoqìchg

private car 
aa huòchg

lorry, truck 
15 Nowadays there is an increasing use of 的士 díshì for ‘taxi’ (in place of 出租汽车 

chjzj qìchg) in everyday speech, 的士 díshì borrows the Cantonese transliteration 
of ‘taxi’. 打的 dpdí means ‘to take a taxi’. 

Another salient feature of these semantic fields are the sets of part-and-
whole relationships, which are often expressed in terms of a prefx-like 
form shared by the members of the same field. For example: 

aa chgtóu the front of a car 
aa chgshgn the body of a car 
aa chgwqi the rear of a car 
aa chglún wheel (of a car) 
aa chgtfi tyre 
aa chgzhá brake 
aa chgpái number plate 

aa shfndrng peak; summit 
aa shfnyfo halfway up (a mountain) 
aa shfnjipo foot (of a mountain) 
aa shfnpi slope 
aa shfnjr ridge 
aa shfngt ravine; valley 
aa shfnwù glen; col 21 
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aa xiédr sole (of shoe) 
aa xiéggn heel 
aa xiébfng upper (of shoe) 
aa xiédài shoelace 
aa hufbàn petal 
aa huflqi bud 
aa hufrur stamen or pistil 
aa huffqn pollen 

Such attributions may often extend to spatial affnity relationships in diverse 
senses. For example, 

aa hufpén flower pot 
aa hufpíng flower vase 
aa huflán basket of flowers 
aa hufyuán garden 
aa hufjiàng gardener

 1.6 Nominalisations 

Nominalisation in Chinese does not usually seek morphological conversions. 
It is always context-dependent. In other words, all nominalisations are 
contextual nominalisations. 

A verb or an adjective may be taken as a noun therefore only in a given 
context or grammatical framework: for example 广播 gupngbi ‘to broad-
cast’ in origin is a verb, as in 广播新闻 gupngbi  xhnwén ‘to broadcast 
news’. However, if the order of the two words is reversed, 新闻广播 xhnwén 
gupngbi will mean ‘news broadcast’, in which the word ‘broadcast’ may 
be said to have been nominalised according to its headword status in the 
collocation. 

Again, 美 mqi ‘beautiful’ in 这个菜的味道真美 zhèi ge cài de wèidào zhgn 
mqi ‘This dish tastes really delicious’ (lit.: the taste is really beautiful) is 
undoubtedly an adjective. However, in a context such as the following, 
it functions as a noun: 外表的美不等于内心的美 wàibipo de mqi bù 
dqngyú nèixhn de mqi ‘Beauty in appearance is not the same as beauty at 
heart’. 

Contextual nominalisation, as we can see, occurs essentially with verbs 
and adjectives when they are used as grammatical topics or objects. 
Other word classes are less likely to become nominalised. Here are a few
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more examples, in which the verbs 研究 yánjij ‘to study, to research into’, Nouns and 

发现 ffxiàn ‘to discover’ and 判断 pànduàn ‘to judge’ have been made nominalisations 

nouns: 

aaaaaaaaaaaa 
tf duì zhèi ge wèntí jìnxíng le yánjij
He conducted some research into/made a study of the problem. 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
tf ránhòu ggnjù zìjr de ffxiàn | duì zhèi ge wèntí zuòchj le 

pànduàn 
He then, based on his discovery, made a judgement on the problem. 
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Chapter 2 

Numerals and measures 

2.1 Digits, units and cardinal numbers 

There are eleven digital notations in Chinese: 

a líng1 zero 
a yh on e 
a èr (a lipng)2 two 
a sfn three 
a sì four 
a wt five 
a liù six 
a qh seven 
a bf eight 
a jit nine 
a shí ten 

1 The digit 零 líng ‘zero’, apart from indicating itself, is used only in ordinals, 
decimals or numbers larger than 100. 

2 两 lipng ‘two’ is used with measures and nouns rather than 二 èr: 两个人 lipng 
ge rén ‘two people’, 两点钟 lipng dipn zhing ‘two o’clock’. However, this does 
not apply to numbers over ten, e.g. 十二个人 shí’ér ge rén ‘twelve people’, 五十

二岁 wtshí èr suì ‘52 years old’. Also, when 两 lipng itself is used as a measure 
word meaning ‘tael’ or ‘50 grams’, 二 èr is preferred to avoid a euphonic clash. 

Cardinal integers or round fgures from eleven to ninety-nine are formed by 
arranging in different sequences the ten digits from one to ten. For example: 

twelve aa shí’èr 
nineteen aa shíjit
twenty aa èrshí 
ninety aa jitshí 
twenty-nine aaa èrshí jit

24 ninety-two aaa jitshí èr 
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Numbers above 100 make use of a set of unitary notations, some of which Numerals and 

are peculiar to Chinese. They are: measures 

a bpi hundred 
a qifn thousand 
a wàn ten thousand 
a yì hundred million 
a zhào million million/trillion 

The differences between Chinese and English unitary notations are there-
fore as follows: 

English 
1, 0 0 0,  0  0 0,  0 0  0, 0  0  0  

aChinese a a a a a a a a3 

a a 

3 个 gè, the most commonly used measure word (see §2.8.2 below), is generally 
used to represent one-digit numbers (个位数 gè wèi shù). 

We can see that, compared with English, where beyond a thousand a new 
unitary notation is introduced every three places, in the Chinese system, 
a new notation is used every four places beyond ten thousand (万 wàn). 

Here are some examples demonstrating the conversion: 

100 aa 
yh bpi 

125 aaaaa 
yh bpi èrshí wt

3,236 aaaaaaa 
sfn qifn èr bpi sfnshí liù 

54,321 aaaaaaaaa 
wt wàn sì qifn sfn bpi èrshí yh

543,217 aaaaaaaaaaa 
wtshí sì wàn sfn qifn èr bpi yhshí qh

1,200,000 aaaaa 
yh bpi èrshí wàn 

1,100,000,000 aaa 
shíyh yì 25 
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Note that in counting numbers larger than one hundred, 一 yh ‘one’ has 
to be incorporated before tens as well. Compare: 

18 aa shíbf
118 aaaaa yh bpi yhshí bf

零 líng ‘zero’ has to be introduced into a number where one or more 
consecutive unitary notations are missing. Compare: 

1,981 aaaaaaa yh qifn jit bpi bfshí yh
1,081 aaaaaa yh qifn líng bfshí yh
1,001 aaaa yh qifn líng yh
10,101 aaaaaaa yh wàn líng yh bpi líng yh

 2.2 Ordinals 

Ordinals in Chinese are formed simply by adding the prefx 第 dì to 
cardinal numbers. For example: 

aa yh one > aa dì yh first 
aa wta five > aa dì wt fifth 
aaaa yh bpi líng yh > aaaaa dì yh bpi líng yh
one hundred and one one hundred and first 

Other examples are: 

aaaa dì shíyh tú Diagram 11 
aaa dì bf bipo Chart 8 
aaa dì èr juàn Volume 2 (of a set of books) 
aaaa dì shí’èr yè Page 12 

However, not all sequencing in ordinals in English is convertible into 
corresponding ordinals in Chinese. For example: 

Year Two (i.e. the second year) aaa èr niánjí 
not: *aaaa *dì èr niánjí 

second floor aa sfn lóu 
not: *aaa *dì sfn lóu 

If there are any rules that can be followed, it seems that in classifcation 
or gradation, 第 dì will normally be dropped: 

aaa yh dqng cfng first class (on a ship or plane) 
aaaa èr jí shfngprn second-class commodities 
aaaa sfn liú zuòprn third-class works (of art or literature) 
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And if the item is one from an established series,4 it is customary, too, for 
第 dì to be left out: 

aaa wt lù chg Bus Route 5, the number 5 bus 
aaa liù hào fáng Room 6 

4 Books and journals are exceptions, e.g. 第四册 dì sì cè ‘Vol. 4’, 第七期 dì qh qh 
‘Issue No. 7’, because without the ordinal marker 第 dì, the phrases may 
respectively mean: ‘4 volumes (of books)’ and ‘4 issues (of journals)’. 

Also, for the sake of succinctness, ordinals are often represented by 
cardinals following nouns:5 

aa tú sì Diagram 4 
aa bipo wt Chart 5 
aa lì liù Example 6 
aaa liànxí qh Exercise 7 
aaa fùlù sfn Appendix 3 

5 This is more so in written Chinese. In spoken Chinese, cardinals more commonly 
precede nouns.

 Enumeration 

Cardinal numbers indicate amounts and ordinal numbers position in a 
sequence. Enumeration is the expression of a number, particularly a large 
number, for its own sake, e.g. in a telephone directory or on a meter. 

Enumeration requires that the numbers be used one after another in a 
linear succession: 

2783697 aaaaaaa 
èr qh bf sfn liù jit qh

(0113) 2333463 aaaaaaaaaaa 
líng yfo yfo sfn èr sfn sfn sfn sì liù sfn6 

6 Note that 一 yh ‘one’ can often be expressed orally, particularly over the telephone, 
as 一 yfo ‘one’ to rule out the possibility of its being confused with 七 qh ‘seven’. 

It is also used to refer to particular years: 

2001 aaaaa 
èr líng líng yh nián (lit. two zero zero one year)7 

7 Please also note the widespread use of Arabic numerals rather than Chinese 
numerals in modern documentation. 
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However, centuries and decades are expressed in terms of cardinal numbers: 

aaaaa èrshí yh shìjì the twenty-first century 
aaaa bfshí niándài the (nineteen) eighties 

2.4 Fractions, percentages and decimals 

2.4.1 Fractions 

Fractions (分数 fgnshù) in Chinese are linguistically expressed in the standard 
way as a numerator (分子 fgnzr) that is a proportion of a denominator 
(分母 fgnmt). Both the numerator and the denominator are encoded in 
terms of cardinal numbers, formulaically, as: 

denominator + aa fgn zhh + numerator 

For example: 

1/2 aaaa èr fgn zhh yh
2/3 aaaa sfn fgn zhh èr 
5/6 aaaa liù fgn zhh wt
1/10 aaaa shí fgn zhh yh

Literally, 二分之一 èr fgn zhh yh means ‘one out of two parts’, 三分之二 
sfn fgn zhh èr ‘two parts out of three’, and so on and so forth. 

Improper fractions (假分数 jip fgnshù), where the numerator is bigger than 
the denominator, are expressed in the same way: 

6/5 aaaa wt fgn zhh liù 

Complex fractions (繁分数 fán fgnshù), where the numerator or the denom-
inator itself is a fraction, are expressed in a similar fashion: 

2/3/1/2 aaaaaaaaaa 
èr fgn zhh yh fgn zhh sfn fgn zhh èr 
(two thirds over a half ) 

Integers followed by fractions (带分数 dài fgnshù) adopt the following 
pattern: 

cardinal number + a yòu ‘plus’ + denominator + aa fgn zhh + 
numerator 

1½ aaaaaa yh yòu èr fgn zhh yh
5¾ aaaaaa wt yòu sì fgn zhh sfn 



 

 
  

 
  

 

  

   

   

 

 

 

Numerals and2.4.2 Percentages 
measures 

Percentages (百分比 bpi fgn br) as fractions with one hundred as their 
denominator are expressed in the same way as fractions in Chinese. The 
only thing to note is that the number ‘hundred’ in the denominator is 
encoded in the formula as 百 bpi on its own rather than its full form 
一百 yh bpi: 

64% aaaaaa bpi fgn zhh liùshí sì 
101% aaaaaaa bpi fgn zhh yh bpi líng yh

2.4.3 Decimals 

Decimals (小数 xipo shù) have two forms: the number before the decimal 
point may be read as a cardinal number or as an enumeration with the 
number after it always an enumeration. For example: 

275.63 either aaaaaaaa 
èr bpi qhshí wt dipn liù sfn 

or aaaaaa 
èr qh wt dipn liù sfn 

1038.94 either aaaaaaaaa 
yh qifn líng sfnshí bf dipn jit sì 

or aaaaaaa 
yh líng sfn bf difn jit sì 

Note that the decimal point is always expressed as 点 dipn ‘point’. 

 2.5 Imprecise numbers, halves and multiples 

2.5.1 Imprecise numbers (aa yugshù) 

In this section, we are including juxtaposition (one or two); approximation 
(about); indeterminate excess (over, more than). 

29 
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2.5.1.1 Juxtaposition 

This places two consecutive numbers under ten one after the other in the 
following kinds of formulation: 

aaa yh lipng nián 
one or two years; a year or two 

aaaaa yh èrshí tifn 
ten to twenty days 

aaa/aaa yh èr/lipng bpi rén 
one to two hundred people 

aaaaa sfn sì qifn rén 
three to four thousand people 

aaaaaa qh bf wàn tóu niú 
seventy to eighty thousand cattle 

aaaaaaa shí’èr sfn wàn zhh yáng 
one hundred and twenty to thirty thousand sheep 

but not: 

*aaaaaaa *liùshí qhshí pr mp *sixty to seventy horses

 2.5.1.2 Approximation 

This is expressed in a number of ways: 

(a) by placing 大约 dàyug ‘approximately’ before the number: 

aaaaaaa dàyug wtshí sfn gingjhn 
around 53 kilos 

aaaaaa dàyug sìshí lái tifn 
about forty days 

aaaaaa dàyug qhshí dui suì 
about 70 years of age 

aaaaa dàyug yh bpi rén 
around one hundred people 

aaaaaaa dàyug sfn fgn zhh yh qiáng 
slightly over one-third

 Note that 来 lái and 多 dui are sometimes added after unitary notations 
such as 十 shí ‘ten’, 百 bái ‘hundred’, etc., to emphasize the approximation. 

(b) by putting 左右 zusyòu ‘around, about, more or less’ (lit. left-right) 
after a ‘number + measure’ phrase, where the associated noun is not 
usually identifed but can be retrieved from the context: 



 
   

    
   

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

  

 

 

 
 

Numerals and 
aaaa lipng jhn zusyòu about two catties 

measures 
aaaaa sfn bpi míng zusyòu around 300 people8 

(c) by adding 来 lái to numbers rounded to ten after unitary notations 
such as 十 shí ‘ten’, 百 bpi ‘hundred’ and 千 qifn ‘thousand’, etc.: 

aaa shí lái tifn about ten days 
aaaa èrshí lái suì around 20 years old 
aaaa sfn bpi lái rén around 300 people 

(d) similarly, by adding 把 bp to the single unitary notations 个 gè ‘one’, 
百 bpi ‘hundred’, 千 qifn ‘thousand’ and 万 wàn ‘ten thousand’: 

aaaa gè bp xhngqh around a week 
aaa bpi bp rén around one hundred people 
aaaa qifn bp kuài qián 9around 1,000 yuan

8 名 míng is a measure for people in lists, e.g. candidates, recruits, team members, etc. 
9 一元 yh yuán ‘one yuan’ in Chinese currency may be expressed colloquially as 一
块(钱) yh kuài (qián) ‘one yuan’, 十五元 shíwt yuán ‘ffteen yuan’ as 十五块(钱) 
shíwt kuài (qián), etc. 

2.5.1.3 Indeterminate excess 

This is usually conveyed by adding 多 dui ‘many’ to numbers rounded to 
ten, and this applies to any such number from ten upwards: 

aa10 shí dui
over ten; more than ten 

aaa èrshí dui
twenty and more 

aaaa yh bpi dui nián 
over one hundred years 

aaaa lipng bpi dui rén 
more than two hundred people 

aaa sfn qifn dui
over three thousand 

aaa sì wàn dui
more than forty thousand 

aaa wt yì dui
over five hundred million 

10 Note that one does not say *一十多 yh shí dui on its own, though one has to 
say 一百多 yh bpi dui, 一千多 yh qifn dui, etc. 31 
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aaaaa yh bpi yhshí dui
over a hundred and ten11 

aaaaaaa lipng qifn sfn bpi liùshí dui
more than 2,360 

aaaaaaaaa sfn wàn wt qifn liù bpi qhshí dui
over 35,670 

11 A sequence like this with 多 dui is not possible if any of the consecutive unitary 
notations is missing: *四千零八十多 *sì qifn líng bfshí dui *‘over four thousand 
and eighty’.

多 dui may of course come between two unitary notations when the 
former qualifes the latter: 

aaa shí dui wàn12 

over one hundred thousand 
aaaa èrshí dui wàn 

more than 200,000 
aaaa sfn bpi dui wàn 

over three million 
aaaaaaaa sì qifn wt bpi liùshí dui wàn 

more than 45,600,000 

12 If the quantifying unitary notation is 十 shí, two possibilities exist. One may 
say either 十多万 shí dui wàn ‘over ten thousand’ or 十万多 shr wàn dui ‘ten 

thousand and more’. 

For all the above numbers with 多 dui, when the number is associated 
with a noun or measure and noun, 多 dui comes after the number and 
before the measure or noun: 

aaaaa13 bfshí dui ge rén over 80 people 
aaaaa sfn bpi dui zhfng zhr over 300 sheets of paper 

13 In more formal styles, the measure word can be omitted with 人 rén e.g. 八十

多人 bfshí dui rén.

多 dui can also be used with single-digit numbers up to ten when they 
occur with standard measures or with temporal nouns, which are de facto 
measures. In these cases, 多 dui comes after the standard measure and 
before the noun if there is one: 

aaaa(aa) sì gingshgn dui (qìyóu) over 4 litres (of petrol) 
aaaa(a) liù yhnglr dui (lù) over six miles 
aaa(aa) wt nián dui (shíjifn) over five years 
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measures 

aaa(a) lipng dipn dui (zhing) shortly past 2 o’clock 
aaaa14 sfn ge dui yuè over three months 

14 The measure word 个 gè/ge may be used only in the case of time words such as 

钟头 zhingtóu ‘hour’, 礼拜 lrbài ‘week’.

几 jr ‘a few’ has a similar function to 多 dui with numbers rounded to 
ten, between ten and ninety, conveying the meaning ‘slightly more than’. 
This holds for larger numbers too, provided the fnal digit is ten (or a 
multiple of ten): 

aaa shí jr rén slightly more than ten people 
aaaa wtshí jr suì a little over 50 years of age 
aaaa jitshí jr tifn over ninety days 
aaaaaa sfn bpi liùshí jr bqn over 360 copies

几 jr ‘a few’ is of course itself an indicator of an imprecise number below 
ten and is used in the same way as numerals and placed before measure 
words: 

aaa15 jr bqn shj a few books 
aaa jr ge rén several people 

15 In the same capacity, 几 jr may also be used to mean ‘how many’ when asking 
about a number below ten: e.g. 几本书? jr  bqn shj ‘How many books?’ (with 
the speaker presuming a number below ten). 

In addition, 强 qiáng ‘strong’ and 弱 ruò ‘weak’ are added to fractions or 
percentages to mean respectively ‘slightly more’ or ‘slightly less’: 

aaaaa sfn fgn zhh yh qiáng slightly over one-third 
aaaaaa bpi fgn zhh èrshí ruò slightly below 20 per cent 

Halves 

Half is expressed by 半 bàn, which, as a numeral, is followed by a measure 
word:16 

aaaa bàn ge pínggus half an apple 
aa bàn tifn half a day 
aa bàn nián half a year/six months 
aaa 
a(a)a a17 

bàn ge yuè 
bàn (ge) xiposhí 

half a month 
half an hour 

16 See §2.8 below on measure words. 
17 See §2.11. 
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However, when it means a half in addition to a number, it is placed after 
the measure and before the noun, if there is one: 

aaaaa 
aaa 
aaaa 
aaaaa 

yh ge bàn xhguf
lipng tifn bàn 
sfn ge bàn yuè 
lipng ge bàn zhingtóu 

one and a half melons 
two and a half days 
three and a half months 
two and a half hours

 2.5.3 Multiples 

Multiples (倍数 bèishù) are expressed by 倍 bèi ‘(one) time as much’ linked 
with the cardinal number that precedes it: 

aaa yh bèi bàn one and a half times as much 
aa lipng bèi twice as much 
aa sfn bèi three times as much 
aaa yh bpi bèi a hundred times as much 

Further examples are: 

aaaaaaaliù shì sfn de lipng bèi. 
(lit. six is three’s two times) Six is twice as much as three. 

Note that the same multiple may be expressed in the form of a comparison: 

aaaaaaaliù br  sfn dui  yh bèi. 
(lit. six compared-with three more one time) Six is twice as much as three. 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
jhnnián lipngshí de chpnliàng br qù nián zgngjif le yh bèi. 
(lit. this year grain de output compared-with last year increase le one time) 
This year’s grain output increased to twice as much as last year’s.

 2.5.4 Additionals 

Additionals are expressed with the help of 又 yòu ‘plus’ or 零 líng ‘and’ 
between the integrals and the additionals. For example, 

aaaaaa sfn xiposhí yòu yh kè three hours and a quarter 
aaaaaa yh ge yuè yòu lipng tifn a month and two days 
aaaaaa yh yòu èr fgn zhh yh one and a half 
aaaaaa shí’èr kuài líng wt máo twelve yuan five jiao 
aaaaa yh nián líng wt tifn a year and five days 
aaaaaa lipng suì líng sfn ge yuè two years and three months old 



 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

   

 2.6 Numerals andMathematical symbols and simple arithmetic 
measures equations 

The mathematical symbols for addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division, etc. are expres sed in Chinese in the following terms: 

+ a jif add, plus 
− a jipn subtract, minus 
× a chéng multiply 
÷ aa chú yr divided by 
= aa dqngyú equal/be equal to 

1 + 1 = 2 aaaaaa yh jif yh dqngyú èr 
2 − 1 = 1 aaaaaa èr jipn yh dqngyú yh
3 × 3 = 9 aaaaaa sfn chéng sfn dqngyú jit
12 ÷ 4 = 3 aaaaaaaa shí’èr chú yr sì dqngyú sfn 

Other common symbols are expressed as: 

> aa dà yú bigger than 
< aa xipo yú smaller than 
: a br as compared with/proportionate to 
[ ]4 aaa sì cì ffng to the power of 4, etc. 

For example: 

2 : 5 aaa èr br wt two as against five 
43 aaaaa sì de sfn cì ffng the cube of four 

2.7 The multiplication table 

Multiplication tables in Chinese have a rhythm similar to English. When 
the result is a single digit or a multiple of ten, the word 得 dé ‘obtain’ is 
added. Otherwise, the pattern consists simply of enumerations followed 
by cardinal numbers. 

aaaa èr èr | dé sì Two twos are four. 
aaaa èr sì | dé bf Two fours are eight. 
aaaaa sì wt | dé èrshí Four fives are twenty. 

aaaaa sfn qh | èrshí yh Three sevens are twenty-one. 
aaaaa liù bf | sìshí bf Six eights are forty-eight. 
aaaaa jit jit | bfshí yh Nine nines are eighty one. 35 
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2.8 Measure words 

Chinese, like other languages, has standard measure words relating to 
distance, weight, volume, etc. or to such universal notions as parts, groups 
or packages: 

aaaa 

aaaa 

yh bàng mógu 
(mw: a bàng pound in weight) 
yh piàn miànbfo 
(mw: a piàn piece; slice) 

a pound of mushrooms 

a slice of bread 

However, Chinese is unique in that all nouns, when occurring with a 
number or demonstrative,18 generally incorporate a measure, whether or 
not there is any notion of ‘measuring’: 

aaa yh bqn shj (mw: a bqn copy) a book 
aaaa yh zhfng zhuizi (mw: a zhfng spread) a table 

18 Virtually all the examples we will cite in the following sections will use the 
numeral 一 yh ‘one’. When unstressed 一 yh has the meaning ‘a(n)’ and our 
translations will refect this. 

In what follows, we will therefore distinguish between standard measure 
words and classifying measure words (or classifers).

 2.8.1 Standard measures 

Standard measure words express universally accepted concepts of measure-
ment on the one hand and packaging, grouping and partitioning on the 
other. For example:

 2.8.1.1 National or international measures 

aaa lipng lr lù (a distance of) two li19 

aaaa yh yhnglr lù a mile 
aaaaa yh prntui píjiú a pint of beer 
aaaaaa èrshí gingshgng qìyóu 20 litres of petrol 
aaaaa lipng gingjhn pínggus 2 kilos of apples 
aaaa(aa) sfn píngffng mr (dìtàn) 3 square metres (of carpet) 

19 里 lr is a Chinese measure of length or distance, which is equivalent to 500 
metres or half a kilometre. 



  
   

   
     

    
    

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

   
      

   
   

   
  

Others include: length: 公里 ginglr ‘kilometre’, 公尺/米 gingchr/mr ‘metre’, Numerals and 

公分/厘米 gingfgn/límr ‘centimetre’, 码 mp ‘yard’, 英尺 yhngchr ‘foot’, measures

英寸 yhngcùn ‘inch’, 尺 chr ‘Chinese foot’, 寸 cùn ‘Chinese inch’; weight: 
吨 djn ‘ton’, 斤 jhn ‘catty’, 两 lipng ‘tael’, 盎司 àngsh ‘ounce’, 克 kè ‘gram’, 
毫克 háokè ‘milligram’; volume: 加仑 jiflún ‘gallon’, 立方米 lìffng mr 

‘cubic metre’; area: 公顷 gingqrng ‘hectare’, 英亩 yhngmt ‘acre’, 亩 mt 

‘Chinese acre’20; 打 dp ‘dozen’. 

20 亩 mt ‘Chinese acre’ is equal to 1/6 of an acre or 1/15 of a hectare. 

2.8.1.2 Packaging measures 

Packaging measures usually identify the containers concerned: 

aaaa yh bfo xifngyfn a packet of cigarettes 
aaaa yh tsng bhnggfn a (tube-shaped) packet of biscuits 
aaaaa yh hé qipokèlì a box of chocolate 
aaa yh píng jit a bottle of wine 
aaaa yh bgi kffgi a cup of coffee 

Others include: 壶 hú ‘(tea) pot’, 罐 guàn ‘tin; can’, 锅 gui ‘pan; wok’, 
碗 wán ‘bowl’, 盆 pén ‘basin’, 盘 pán ‘plate’, 碟 dié ‘dish; saucer’, 袋 dài 
‘bag’, 箱 xifng ‘box; suitcase’, 桶 tsng ‘bucket; pail’, 篮 lán ‘basket’, 
勺 sháo ‘spoonful’, 车 chg ‘car-load’, 船 chuán ‘ship-load’. 

2.8.1.3 Grouping measures 

Small indeterminate numb ers or amounts 

Some group measures are more precise, while others are less so. The 
two most common ones in Chinese are 一些 yhxig ‘some’ and 一点儿 yhdipnr 
‘a little’. As we can see, they are used invariably with the numeral 一 yh 
‘one’: 

aaaa yhxig pínggus some apples 
aaaa yhxig péngyou some friends 
aaaaa yhdipnr niúnpi a little milk 
aaaaa yhdipnr xhwàng a bit of hope 

37 
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As we saw in Chapter 1, while 一些 yhxig ‘some’ occurs with both common 
and material nouns, 一点儿 yhdipnr ‘a little’ is used only with material 
nouns: 

aaa yhxig qián some money 
aaaa yhdipnr qián a little money 
aaaa yhxig péngyou some friends 
*aaaaa yhdipnr péngyou *a few friends 

However, although 一点儿 yhdipnr ‘a little’ and 一些 yhxig ‘some’ are 
generally interchangeable when used with material nouns, 一点儿 yhdipnr 
‘a little’ tends to connote a smaller amount, and, as a result, 一些 yhxig 
‘some’ never features when scarcity is the focal point: 

aaaaaaaaa ws yhdipnr qián yq méiysu 
I haven’t got a penny. 

*aaaaaaaa ws yhxig qián yq méiysu 
*I haven’t got a penny. 

Clusters 

Other group measure words can in most cases be used with any numerals. 
They are applicable either to animate beings or to inanimate objects, but 
in a few instances they occur with both. 

For animate beings: 

aaaaa yh bfn niánqhng rén a bunch of young people 
aaaa yh duì zhànshì a file/troop of soldiers 
aaaa yh bfng háizi a group of children 
aaaa yh gt ttfqi a gang of bandits 
aaa21 yh qún yáng a flock of sheep 

21 群 qún ‘crowd; group’ is a cluster measure for all animate beings: 

aaa yh qún niú a herd of cows 
aaa yh qún yáng a fock of sheep 
aaa yh qún láng a pack of wolves 
aaa yh qún nipo a fight of birds 
aaa yh qún yú a shoal of fsh 
aaaa yh qún mìfgng a swarm of bees 
aaa yh qún rén a crowd of people 

Others include: 伙 hus ‘group’ (e.g. students), 批 ph ‘batch’, 起 qr ‘batch’, 
拨 bi ‘group’. 



 
 
 
 
  
 

    
  

   
 

  
  
  
  

  

  

 
 
 
 
 

  

  

  

 
 
 

For inanimate objects: Numerals and 

aaaa yh shù xifnhuf a bunch of flowers 
measures 

aaaa yh chuàn yàoshi a bunch of keys 
aaaa yh guà bifnpào a string of firecrackers 
aaa yh dá zhr a pile of paper 
aaa yh br qián a sum of money 
aaaa yh fèn bàozhr a newspaper 

Others include: 套 tào ‘set’ (e.g. stamps), 叠 dié ‘pile’ (e.g. books), 排 pái 
‘row’ (e.g. houses), 嘟噜 djlu ‘cluster’ (e.g. grapes), 丛 cóng ‘clump’ (e.g. 
grass), 簇 cù ‘bunch’ (e.g. fowers), 汪 wfng ‘pool’ (e.g. water), 剂 jì ‘dose’ 
(e.g. medicine), 绺 lit ‘lock; skein’ (e.g. hair; thread). 

For both animate beings and inanimate objects: 

aaa yh duh rén a throng of people 
aaa yh duh tt a heap of earth 
aaa yh ph rén a group of people 
aaa yh ph huò a batch of goods 

Others include: 行 háng ‘row’, 列 liè ‘fle’. 

Pair s and couples

对 duì and 双 shufng, both meaning ‘pair’, are used with nouns, animate 
and inanimate, that exist in some form of duality: 

aaaa yh duì fjfù a married couple 
aaaa yh duì zhqntou a pair of pillows 
aaaa yh duì qrhuán a pair of earrings 
aaa yh shufng shsu a pair of hands 
aaaa yh shufng ypnjing a pair of eyes 
aaa lipng shufng xié two pairs of shoes 
aaaa sfn shufng wàzi three pairs of socks 

(Also for: 手套 shsutào ‘gloves’, 筷子 kuàizi chopsticks.) 

The difference between 对 duì and 双 shufng seems to be that the former 
emphasises complementarity, while the latter indicates functioning together. 

Pairs of things that are physically inseparable, and in English are viewed 
as ‘pairs’, do not use 对 duì or 双 shufng in Chinese. For example: 

aaaa yh tiáo kùzi a pair of trousers 
aaaa yh bp jipndfo a pair of scissors 
aaaa yh fù ypnjìng a pair of spectacles 39 
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Parts or series 

Part is expressed by 一部分(的) yh bùfen (de) and series by 一系列(的) 
yh xìliè (de). Both of these terms may be preceded only by the numeral 
一 yh ‘one’ and the particle 的 de is optional. 

aaaa yh bùfen rén 
aaaaa yh bùfen gingzuò 
aaaaa yh bùfen shíjifn 
aaaaa yh xìliè wèntí 
aaaaa yh xìliè zhèngcè 

a section of the people 
part of the work 
part of the time 
a series of problems 
a whole set of policies

 2.8.1.4 Partitioning measures 

Partitioning measure words, which represent part of a whole, are common 
in many languages. For example: 

aaaa yh kuài dàngfo a piece of cake 
aaaa lipng piàn miànbfo two slices of bread 
aaaa yh bànr suàn a clove of garlic 
aaaaa yh jiér mùtou a chunk of wood 
aaa yh d h shur a drop of water 

Others include: 节 jié ‘section’ (e.g. railway coaches), 段 duàn ‘length’ 
(e.g. rope; string). 

In the above, we see the partitioning of concrete objects. In fact, this 
process of partitioning may be applied to less concrete and more abstract 
things, where the measure is an item or an instance: 

aaaa yh qr ànzi a crime 
aaaa yh xiàng zhèngcè a policy 
aaaa yh zhufng shìr a matter 
aaaa yh mén kèchéng an academic discipline 
aaaa yh zing xhnshì a worrying matter 

In a number of cases, this part–whole relationship can be extended to part 
of a series, concrete or less concrete: 

aaa yh mù xì a scene in a play, opera, etc. 
aaa yh dùn fàn a meal 
aaaaa yh jiè bìyèsheng graduates of a particular year 
aaaa yh bfn fgijh a scheduled flight 
aaaa yh chá màizi a crop of wheat 
aaaa yh qh zàzhì an issue of a magazine 



  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

Others include: 页 yè ‘page’, 味 wèi ‘ingredient’ (e.g. of (herbal) medicine). 

These part-series measure words are in fact often used on their own in an 
ordinal form, with the associated headword being understood from the 
context: 

aaa dì yh jiè the first batch (of graduates) 
aaa xià yh bfn the next (flight, train, etc.) 
aaa dì èr cè Volume 2 
aaa dì èr bpn the second edition 
aaa shàng yh qh the previous issue 
aaa zhèi yh dài this generation (of people) 
aaa dì sfn mù the third act (of a play) 
aaa dì sì zt Group 4 
aaa dì wt ph the fifth batch (of people, goods, etc.) 
aaa dì liù xiàng the sixth item 
aaa dì qh yè Page 7

 2.8.2 Classifying measures 

The so-called classifying measure words constitute the great majority of 
measure words in Chinese. They are not measures in the real sense of 
the word, but indicators of prominent features that can be attached to a 
particular set or class of nouns. That is why they are sometimes called 
classifers by some grammarians. As with standard measures, these 
classifying measure words must be used when their associated nouns 
are qualifed by numerals or demonstratives. For example, 把 bp, which 
is derived from 把 bp ‘handle’, is used as a classifer for things with a 
handle: 

aaa yh bp dfo a knife 
aaa lipng bp cuò two files/rasps 
aaa sfn bp qifo three spades 
aaaa sì bp shànzi four (folding) fans 
aaa wt bp spn five umbrellas 
aaaa liù bp sàozhou six brooms 
aaa qh bp jiàn seven swords 
aaa bf bp jù eight saws 
aaaa zhèi bp ftzi this axe 
aaaa nèi bp cháhú that teapot 

Numerals and 
measures 
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This usage is then extended to everything that can be ‘held by the hand 
as if by a handle’: 

aaa yh bp chr a ruler (for measuring) 
aaaa lipng bp shjzi two combs 
aaaa sfn bp yàoshi three keys 
aaa sì bp sus four locks 
aaaa wt bp yrzi five chairs 

and then further extended to anything that can be ‘held or scooped up by 
the handful’: 

aaa yh bp mr a handful of rice 
aaa yh bp tt a handful of earth 
aaa yh bp huf a bunch of flowers 
aaaa yh bp ypnlèi a flood of tears 
aaaa yh bp húzi a beard 

Metaphorical extensions are also possible: 

aaaa yh bp niánjì getting on in years (aa niánjì age) 
aaaa yh bp lìqi quite strong (aa lìqi strength) 
aaaa yh bp jìnr quite an effort 

Other classifying measure words in the language are derived and used in 
a similar fashion. We will now discuss their particular usages in turn. 

The most versatile multi-purpose measure word is 个 gè (usually unstressed 
as ge in its role as a measure word), which can be associated with most 
nouns, from human beings to inanimate objects and abstract concepts. For 
example: 

aaa yh ge rén a person 
aaaa yh ge péngyou a friend 
aaaa yh ge shsubipo a watch 
aaaa yh ge xhguf a watermelon 
aaa yh ge dpo an island 
aaaa yh ge chéngshì a city 
aaaa yh ge diànyrng a film 
aaaa yh ge zhtyì an idea 

More often, however, particular sets of nouns that share common charac-
teristics or belong to the same type are linked with more specifc measure 
words. These associations are generally derived from shape, category or 
related activity. For example: 
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 2.8.2.1 Shape-oriented 

Long and narrow 

aaa yh zhh  br a pen 

(Also for: 蜡烛 làzhú ‘candle’, 枪 qifng ‘rife’, 箭 jiàn ‘arrow’.)22 

22 Nouns associated with 枝 zhī may generally also use 支 zhī, but this does not apply 
the other way round in that, where 支 zhī is the normal measure for a noun, it cannot 
be replaced by 枝 zhī. 

aaaa yh zhh husjiàn a rocket 

(Also for: 军队 jjnduì ‘army or column of troops’, 牙膏 yágfo ‘tube of 
toothpaste’, 香 xifng ‘joss-stick’,23 乐曲 yuèqt ‘musical composition or 
piece of music’.) 

23 Another measure word for 香 xiāng ‘joss-stick’ is 炷 zhù, particularly if the joss-stick 
is burning. 

aaa yh ggn zhgn a needle 

(Also for: 线 xiàn ‘thread’, 弦 xián ‘string’ (on a violin, etc.), 铁丝 tiqsh 
‘wire’, 头发 tóufa ‘hair’ (on the head), 毛 máo ‘hair’ (on the body), 火柴 
huóchái ‘match’ (to light, set fre), 香肠 xifngcháng ‘sausage’, 香蕉 xifng-
jifo ‘banana’, 骨头 gttou ‘bone’, 柱子 zhùzi ‘pillar; column’, 竹子 zhúzi 
‘bamboo’.) 

aaa yh gpn qifng a rifle 

(Also for: 称 chèng ‘steelyard’, 旗子 qízi ‘fag’.) 

aaaa yh gupn máobr a writing brush 

(Also for: 牙膏 yágfo ‘tube of toothpaste’, 箫 xifo ‘vertical fute’, 笛子 
dízi ‘fute’.) 

aaa yh tiáo chóng a worm 

(Also for: 蛇 shé ‘snake’, 绳子 shéngzi ‘rope’, 沟 giu ‘ditch’, 河 hé ‘river’, 
街 jig ‘street’, 路 lù ‘road’, 鱼 yú ‘fsh’, 狗 gsu ‘dog’, 腿 tur ‘leg’, 尾巴 
wqiba ‘tail’, 黄瓜 huángguf ‘cucumber’, 裤子 kùzi ‘a pair of trousers’, 
裙子 qúnzi ‘skirt’, 被单 bèidfn ‘blanket’, 被子 bèizi ‘quilt’, 围巾 wéijhn 
‘scarf’, 船 chuán ‘boat’.) 

aaa yh dào gufng a ray of light 

(Also for: 闪电 shpndiàn ‘lightning’, 虹 hóng ‘rainbow’, 篱笆 líba ‘bamboo 
or twig fence’, 河堤 hédh ‘dyke’, 眉毛 méimáo ‘eyebrow’, 伤疤 shfngbf ‘scar’.) 

Numerals and 
measures 
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